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Abstract: This work aimed to improve current prognostic signatures based on clinical stages in identifying high-risk

patients of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), to allow patients with a high-risk score for specific treatment

decisions. In this study, 396 TNBC samples from TCGA and GEO databases were included in genome-wide

transcriptome analysis. The relationship between normalized gene expression values and survival data of patients was

determined by Cox proportional hazards models in each dataset. The overlapped genes among all datasets were

considered as a potential prognostic signature. The risk score was constructed based on individual genes and validated

with three separate data sets and the combined dataset. Moreover, the Kaplan–Meier analysis including the log-rank

test was performed to determine significantly statistical differences in overall survival. The association analysis

between DNA methylation levels and gene expression levels of three genes was measured in the TCGA data set. In

Cox proportional hazards model analysis, the result showed that potential protective genes included 564 genes in

GSE25066 dataset, 1132 genes in GSE103091 dataset and 564 genes in TCGA dataset, potentially risky genes

contained 1132 genes in GSE25066 dataset, 475 genes in GSE25066 dataset and 1115 genes in TCGA dataset. In all

datasets, patients in high-risk groups showed worse prognosis than low-risk groups. Multivariate Cox regression

analysis displayed that the 3-gene signature (DCAF4, UQCRFS1 and SS18) was an independent prognostic factor in

TNBC. The AUC values of the 3-gene signature were 0.71, 0.73 and 0.77 in GSE25066, GSE103091 and TCGA

dataset, respectively. The model, which combined the 3-gene signature (DCAF4, UQCRFS1 and SS18) with the tumor

stage (pathological stage or pathological T stage), showed a stronger prognostic power for survival prediction. The

3-genes prognostic signature may be a useful biomarker for survival prediction in TNBC patients and may contribute

to patient classification in the same tumor stages and individualized clinical treatment.

Abbreviations
ER: estrogen receptors
GEO: gene expression omnibus
HER2: hormone epidermal growth factor receptor 2
HR: hazard ratio
TCGA: the cancer genome atlas
TNBC: triple-negative breast cancer

Introduction

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), in 15–20% of malignant
breast cancer, appears negative for estrogen receptors (ER),
progesterone receptors (PR), and hormone epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2) (Foulkes et al., 2010). Without
necessary receptors, conventional treatments that target estrogen
receptors, progesterone receptors, and HER-2 are ineffective.
TNBC is a highly heterogeneous disease that can be divided
into 6 subtypes distinct subgroups according to clinical,
histopathologic, and molecular profile (Abramson et al., 2015).
In the clinical treatment of TNBC, although chemotherapy is
effective, About 30% of TNBC patients do not respond well to
treatment, resulting in early recurrence within the first 5 years
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(Foulkes et al., 2010; Gonçalves et al., 2018). To date, two large
studies have focused on the effect of genetic markers on
prognosis and appropriate treatment of TNBC. At present, the
most studied TP53, BRCA1, PIK3CA and EGFR have poor
prognostic factors, poor OS and increased risk of metastasis
(Sporikova et al., 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to search for
effective genetic signature of TNBC to improve accurate
prognosis prediction and adapt the treatments.

The availability of gene expression profiling with DNA
microarray and sequence brings the chance to identify more
reliable prognostic biomarkers that are important for
accurate classification of various malignant tumors and
individualized treatment in cancers (Diao et al., 2019; Patil
and Mahalingam, 2018; Yang et al., 2018). Several studies
have proposed that gene-expression data from patients with
survival data can improve prognostic models (Corrêa and
Augsburger, 2016; Dyrskjøt et al., 2017). Gene signatures
have been constructed to predict the overall survival of
TNBC patients with different clinical outcomes (Xiang et al.,
2017). For cancer prognosis, the single gene maybe not
robust enough relative to those multiple biomarker models.
To improve the accuracy of the prognostic signature, three
datasets downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) were
applied to identify gene signatures.

In our study, those genes from each dataset significantly
associated with overall survival were considered as candidate
genes. Then, the overlapped genes from three datasets were
selected as a credible prognostic signature. With the Cox
proportional hazards coefficients and prognostic genes
expression level, the risk scoring model was generated for
prognosis prediction. Then, this risk score was validated in
each dataset and combined cohort. The result reflected that
the three-gene signature not only serves as a reliable
prognostic biomarker in TNBC but also can connect with
the current staging system to provide a more accurate
survival prediction and provide a promising biomarker for
personalized therapeutic interventions (Fig. 1).

Materials and Methods

Patients and datasets included in the study
The normalized gene expression data and clinical data of
breast cancer were downloaded from GEO and TCGA
database with R packages. The raw data of methylation were
downloaded from TCGA. There are two published datasets
from GEO, including GSE25066 (Hatzis et al., 2011; Itoh et
al., 2014), GSE103091 (Jézéquel et al., 2019; Jézéquel et al.,
2015) and one dataset was employed from TCGA (https://
tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/tcga/). The patients of datasets were
filtered by several factors: ER, HER2 and PR are negative;
not suffering from other malignancies and without
preoperative chemoradiation if the information of samples is
available; patients contained complete data. As a result, a
total of 398 patients was finally selected in the current
study, including 111 from TCGA, 180 patients from
GSE25066, and 107 from GSE103091. The gene expression
profile in GSE25066 and GSE103091 datasets were from the
Affymetrix microarray platform, and gene expression profile
of TCGA was from the Illumina sequencing platform.

Risk score formula establishment and validation
With Cox proportional hazards regression model, the gene
expression levels and the overall survival relationship in
each cohort were analyzed and the hazard ratio (HR) to
identify the candidate genes. The Genes (HR < 1 and P <
0.05) were selected as protective genes with a reduction in
the hazard and those genes (HR > 1 and P < 0.05) were
considered as risky genes. The genes common among all
datasets were constructed the prognostic signature.

Each of these prognosis-related genes was used to
establish a risk score and weighted with regression
coefficients. Risk score = C1 × gene1 + C2 × gene2 + C3 ×
gene3 (C is the regression coefficients and gene with
number is the normalized expression value of each RNA).
TNBC patients in each cohort were divided into high-risk
and low-risk groups according to the median of the risk
score. Then, the correlation between prognostic signature
and overall survival was calculated in each cohort.

Statistical analysis
The Kaplan–Meier survival curve and the R package
“survival” (Lin and Zelterman, 2002) were used to compare
the survival rates of TNBC patients with high-risk scores
and low-risk scores. Multivariate Cox regression model
analysis was used to make sure that the 3-gene signature
was independent of other known clinical-related variables.
The ROC curve was used to investigate the prognostic
ability of 3 gene signatures, and the R package was used to
evaluate its accuracy and specificity (Blanche et al., 2013).

Results

Three-gene prognostic signature
The univariate Cox regression method was used to analyze the
expression profile and overall survival rate of all genes from
each data set. Select genes that are significantly related to
survival as candidate genes. Genes (HR < 1 and P < 0.05)
were considered as potential protective genes, among them,
there are 475 genes in GSE25066, 971 genes in GSE103091,
and 1,115 genes in TCGA. Whereas these, the genes (HR > 1
and P < 0.05) were considered as potential risk genes which
included 564 genes in GSE25066, 1,132 in GSE103091, and
1,803 in TCGA. By overlapping the candidate genes of the
three datasets, both the protective gene and the risk gene, a
total of 3 genes remained, two of which were considered as
potential risk genes, and the other gene is a protective gene.
Table 1 shows the basic information and annotations of the
genes. And the correlation between each common gene and
the overall survival of TNBC patients is displayed in Table 2.

Three-gene prognostic signature validation
In order to predict the overall survival of the patient, a risk
score was formulated using regression coefficients and
weighted by normalized gene expression values of each
prognostic gene. Patients in each cohort were divided into
high-risk groups and low-risk groups according to the risk
scores. The distribution of risk score, normalized gene
expression values of three genes, and survival status in each
dataset was shown in Fig. 2. Those data demonstrate that
the overall survival of high-risk groups is worse (Fig. 3, left
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panel). Then, patients in each cohort were divided into three
groups: high-risk group, moderate-risk group, and low-risk
group which displayed the highest risk score group with the

worst overall survival (Fig. 3, middle panel). As shown in
the right panel of Fig. 3, the AUC values of the time-
dependent ROC curves of 3-gene signature were 0.71, 0.73

TABLE 1

General information of the 3 genes of the prognostic signature

Gene ID Gene
name

Gene type Gene description Chromosome Gene start
(bp)

Gene end
(bp)

ENSG00000119599 DCAF4 Protein
Coding

DDB1 And CUL4 Associated Factor 4 14 72926377 72959703

ENSG00000141380 SS18 Protein
Coding

SS18 Subunit of BAF Chromatin Remodeling
Complex

18 26016253 26091217

ENSG00000169021 UQCRFS1 Protein
Coding

Ubiquinol-Cytochrome C Reductase 19 29205320 29213151

TABLE 2

Univariate regression analysis of 3 genes and OS of TNBC patients in 3 datasets

Genes GSE25066 GSE103091 TCGA

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

DCAF4 1.6 (1–2.4) P < 0.05 2.4 (1.4–4.2) P < 0.05 2.1 (1.1–4.4) P < 0.05

SS18 0.72 (0.54–0.98) P < 0.05 0.47 (0.27–0.84) P < 0.05 0.23 (0.074–0.7) P < 0.01

UQCRFS1 1.6 (1.2–2.3) P = 0.59 2.3 (1.2–4.6) P < 0.05 2 (1.1–3.7) P < 0.05

FIGURE 1. Flow
diagram of study.
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and 0.77 in GSE25066, GSE103091 and TCGA, suggesting the
risk score developed with three genes can be used as a
prognostic signature. Then, the expression levels of 3 genes
across the groups classified by risk score were compared in

each dataset. Patients in high-risk groups showed high
expression levels of risky genes (DCAF4 and UQCRFS1),
while patients in low-risk groups showed low expression of
protective genes (SS18) (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 2. Risk-score analysis of TNBC in the 3 datasets.

FIGURE 3. Kaplan–Meier and ROC curves for the 3-gene signature in the 3 datasets.
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Correlation between three-gene signature and clinical characteristics
In order to investigate the prognostic independence of the 3-
gene signature against known clinical risk factors, the Cox
model analysis was used with stepwise model. Covariates
contained 3-gene signature and clinical-related variables
(age, pathological stage, pathological T stage and lymph
node). In Tables 3 and 4, univariate Cox regression model
analysis revealed 3-gene signature could serves as
independent biomarker for the survival of TNBC patients in
each cohort (GSE25066: HR = 2.02, 95% CI = 0.29–0.82,
P = 6.00E-03; GSE103091: HR = 2.52, 95% CI = 0.18–0.87,
P = 2.2 × 10−2; TCGA: HR = 4.80, 95% CI = 0.06–0.65,
P = 7.00 × 10−3) and combined dataset of TCGA with
GSE25066 (HR = 2.41, 95% CI = 0.26–0.66, P = 1.63 ×
10−4). Univariate and multivariate Cox regression model
analysis also showed the significantly correlation between
pathological stage and overall survival in TCGA (univariate

model: HR = 0.18, 95% CI = 1.87–15.91, P = 2.00 × 10−3;
multivariate model: HR = 0.14, 95% CI = 0.76–2.56, P = 1.00
× 10−2) and combined dataset of TCGA with GSE25066
(univariate model: HR = 0.34, 95% CI = 1.84–4.58, P = 4.59
× 10−6; multivariate model: HR = 0.43, 95% CI = 1.26–4.23,
P = 6.77 × 10−3), but not in GSE25066 cohort because of the
pathological stage information is not available (Table 3).

Statistical analysis
Through univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazard
regression analysis, clinical features were also considered as
potential prognostic factors. Then, the patients were classified
to study the 3 gene signature that may effectively predict the
overall survival of each clinical feature subgroup. The
combined dataset was divided into groups by clinical
information: age (≤65/>65), pathological stage (I and II/III
and IV), and pathological T stage (T1 and T2/T3 and T4). As

FIGURE 4. Box plot visualization of the expression levels of the 3-genes in the risk groups.
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shown in Fig. 5, the 3-gene signature divided patients in the
subgroups of age, pathological stage, and pathological T stage
into high- and low-risk groups. The overall survival rate of
each high-risk group was lower than that of the low-risk group.

Survival prediction by combined clinical-related variables and
3-gene signature
In the independent datasets and combined cohort, univariate
and multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis
displayed that 3-gene signature, pathological stage and
pathological T stage were significant correlated with survival
rate (Tables 3 and 4). This means that those variables have
significant survival predictive value in clinical treatment.
Therefore, we developed prognostic models for survival
prediction, which combines two clinical-related variables with
the 3-gene signature, respectively. Patients from TCGA and
GSE25066 were classified into six subgroups based on the
pathological stage and the risk score: subgroup 1 (pathological
Stage I with Low-risk score), subgroup 2 (pathological Stage I
with High-risk score), subgroup 3 (pathological Stage II
with Low-risk score), subgroup 4 (pathological Stage II with
High-risk score), subgroup 5 (pathological Stage III with Low-
risk score), and subgroup 6 (pathological Stage III with High-
risk score). Since there are few Stage IV patients in the dataset,

this stage status was not considered in those groups. Fig. 6
shows that pathological Stage II and pathological Stage III were
divided into low-risk group and high-risk group. The patients
in high-risk groups had worse overall survival, but in Stage I
was not signature (Fig. 6, middle panel). However, the results
showed no significant difference between several subgroups:
subgroup 2 and subgroup 3, subgroup 2 and subgroup 5 and
subgroup 4 and subgroup 5 (Fig. 6). The overall survival of
patients in the high-risk group in the low-stage state (I and
II) was similar to those in the low-risk group in the high-
stage state, which suggest that more treatment should also be
used to patients in each stage with a high-risk score. Similar
results also showed in the prediction of overall survival by 3-
gene signature and pathological T stage combination
(Fig. S1). Subgroup 4 (Stage T2 with high-risk score) had
worse outcomes than those in subgroup 3 (Stage T2 with
low-risk score), and subgroup 8 (Stage T4 with high-risk
score) was worse than those in subgroup 7 (Stage T4 with
low-risk score) (Fig. S1, middle panel).

The results also showed no significant difference between the
patients in subgroup 2 (Stage T1 with high-risk score) and
subgroup 5 (Stage T3 with low-risk score), subgroup 2 (Stage
T1 with high-risk score) and subgroup 7 (Stage T4 with low-
risk score), subgroup 4 (Stage T2 with high-risk score) and

TABLE 3

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses of the gene signature and OS of TNBC patients in 3 datasets

Clinical variables Patients (N) Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age ≤65/>65 93/16 1.45 (0.15–3.16) P = 0.63 — —

Lymph node count ≤ median count/>
median count

52/51 1.14 (0.32–2.41) P = 0.80 — —

TCGA Pathological stage I and II/III and IV 97/19 0.18 (1.87–15.91) P < 0.01 0.14 (0.76–2.56) P < 0.05

T categories T1 and T2/T3 94/15 0.26 (1.3–11.27) P < 0.05 0.51 (0.38–9.5) P < 0.01

Risk score low risk/high risk 54/55 3.25 (0.11–0.88) P < 0.05 4.8 (0.06–0.65) P < 0.01

Age ≤65/>65 171/9 2.08 (0.12–1.97) P = 0.31 0.93 (0.47–2.44) P = 0.86

GSE25066

Pathological stage I and II/III and IV 91/87 0.51 (1.19–3.28) P < 0.01 0.67 (0.79–2.78) P = 0.21

T categories T1 and T2/T3 96/84 0.54 (1.12–3.03) P < 0.05 0.56 (0.88–3.59) P = 0.10

Lymph node count N1/N2 129/51 2.26 (0.27–0.73) P < 0.01 2.02 (0.29–0.82) P < 0.01

Risk score low risk/high risk 90/90 2.26 (0.27–0.73) P < 0.01 0.93 (0.47–2.44) P = 0.87

GSE103091
Age ≤65/>65 72/35 0.42 (1.06–5.39) P < 0.05 0.45 (0.97–4.99) P = 0.06

Risk score low risk/high risk 53/54 2.69 (0.17–0.82) P < 0.05 2.52 (0.18–0.87) P < 0.05

TABLE 4

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses of the gene signature and OS of TNBC patients in TCGA and GSE25066

Clinical variables Patients (N) Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age ≤65/>65 336/60 0.79 (0.78–2.03) P = 0.34 0.43 (1.26–4.23) P < 0.01

Pathological stage I and II/III and IV 178/106 0.34 (1.84–4.58) P < 0.01 0.68 (0.80–2.64) P < 0.01

T categories T1 and T2/T3 190/99 0.38 (1.68–4.04) P < 0.01 2.41 (0.26–0.66) P < 0.01

Risk score low risk/high risk 198/198 2.47 (0.27–0.6) P < 0.01 0.43 (1.26–4.23) P < 0.01
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subgroup 5 (Stage T3 with low risk) or subgroup 4 (Stage T2 with
high-risk score) and subgroup 7 (Stage T4 and low-risk score).

Methylation associated with expression of prognosis signature
genes
In Fig. 7, we analyzed the methylation levels of gene promoter
related to 3-gene expression in TCGA datasets. For the DCAF4
and UQCRFS1 genes, there is a significant correlation between
methylation and gene expression, indicating that promoter
methylation levels regulate those genes. However, there is not
a significant correlation for the SS18 gene. The SS18 gene
expression may be regulated by other mechanisms.

Discussion

Due to the lack of therapeutic targets, both survival prediction
and the treatment of TNBC has been a significant challenge in

anticancer practice (Engebraaten et al., 2013; O’toole et al.,
2013). It is necessary to identify survival associated genes for
prognostic prediction to guide tailored therapy for patients
with TNBC (Lee et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016). In order to
increase the understanding of the genomic changes of TNBC
and allows personalized treatment decisions, we combined
array data from GEO and sequence data from TCGA to
screen for a novel 3-gene prognostic signature. This signature
was developed and validated with genome-wide expression
data from a different dataset of TNBC and may constitute an
essential diagnostic data in treatment decisions for TNBC
patients. In our study, survival related genes were identified
with three independent datasets from different platforms. The
overlapped genes among the different datasets constructed
the 3-gene signature. This method provides a more robust
and reliable multi-gene signature than that from a single

FIGURE 5. Kaplan–Meier analysis of overall survival for patients stratified by Age, Pathological stage, and T stage.
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FIGURE 6. (continued)
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dataset (Liu et al., 2016). Before system treatment, this 3-gene
signature can be used to accurately predict the survival rate of
patients. Moreover, we established the 3-gene signature and
two clinical-related risk features (T stage or pathological
stage) to predict the survival of TNBC. Those may be helpful
to guide prognosis prediction and make a personalized
therapeutic decision for patients with TNBC.

Although DNA methylation have already been reported
to be associated with disease pathogenesis and cancer
tumorigenesis, the potential relationships between TNBC and
DNA methylation are still unclear. This study analyzed the
DNA methylation levels of gene promoter related to 3-gene
expression in TCGA datasets. For the DCAF4 and UQCRFS1
genes, there is a significant correlation between methylation

FIGURE 6. Kaplan–Meier analysis of overall survival for patients grouped by Pathological stage and 3-gene signature combination.
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and gene expression, indicating that promoter methylation levels
regulate those genes. However, there is not a significant
correlation for the SS18 gene. The SS18 gene expression may
be regulated by other mechanisms. We determined three genes
consisting of DCAF4, UQCRFS1 and SS18, which predict the
survival of TNBC patients in three independent patient
datasets. DCAF4, a repeat-containing protein, has been
explicitly reported to direct degradation of ST7 and suppress
tumorigenicity in colitis-associated cancer and functional
variants of DCAF4 associated with lung cancer risk (Liu et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2019). UQCRFS1 is related to ATP synthesis
(Bottani et al., 2017). Real-time PCR analysis showed that the
expression level of UQCRFS1 mRNA was relatively high in
colorectal cancer tissues and has been selected as a biomarker in
clear cell renal cell carcinoma (Kim et al., 2017). UQCRFS1
overexpression has also been detected in breast tumors (Owens
et al., 2011). SS18 was related to transcriptional misregulation in
cancer and chromatin regulation (de Bruijn et al., 2006). This
gene has been reported highly expressed in various kinds of
malignant tumors (de Bruijn et al., 2006; Isfort et al., 2019;
Przybyl et al., 2019). However, the roles of SS18 in breast cancer
have not been investigated. In our study, the ROC analyses
displayed that the AUC values of each dataset were more than

0.71 in overall survival, suggesting the 3-gene signature could be
considered as a novel prognosis signature for TNBC patients.
The tumor staging system was a useful tool for survival
prediction and treatment decisions in the current treatment of
TNBC (Jung et al., 2010). In this study, the combination of
tumor stage status and risk score showed more information for
the overall survival of patients. This prognostic model classified
patients of the same clinical stage into high-risk and low-risk
subgroups with significantly different survival status. Those
results suggest the 3-gene signature can be a useful biomarker
to improve the precise prognosis prediction. Survival prospects
of the low stage status with high-risk score were similar to high
stage with low-risk score, which reflected that the low stage
with a high-risk score also had worse survival prediction. The
combination of the 3-gene signature with clinical-stage
information for prognosis prediction might be useful to make
up for the shortcomings of tumor staging system prediction.

Conclusions

Our discovery may have clinical value for the diagnosis of
TNBC patients. However, several limitations still exist in
this study. First of all, only TCGA and GSE25066 datasets

FIGURE 7. Methylation levels with expression of prognosis signature genes.
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contained serval clinical factors include pathological stage and
T stage. Information in GSE103091 was unavailable. Thus,
GSE103091 was discarded in the analysis of the
combination of 3-gene Signature and clinical-stage status.
Secondly, this study was the entirely retrospective and
analysis of gene expression with the heterogeneity of the
techniques which contained the Affymetrix microarray and
Illumina sequencing platform. Last but not the least,
although the 3-gene signature showed good predictive
accuracy in all datasets, the biological roles of these genes in
TNBC should be further studied in vitro and in vivo based
on other experimental methods.
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